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Step 14

Step 14: Fold the paper
back over the top of the fold
template and trim a quarterinch seam with the Add-AQuarter ruler. Repeat this on
each of the (8) units.
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Once the pieces are pinned together, remove
the foundation papers from beneath Row-1 on
the bottom without disturbing the pins. Sew both strips together with Row-1 next to the feed dogs. Press the seam towards Row-1.

All (8) units are sewn onto the strip. Keep
the papers lined up as straight as possible
along the edge of the fabrics. Don‛t forget
to leave a 3/8” space between each strip.
Step 17: When you are done sewing, carry the
units over to the ironing board. Repeat the previous
Steps 10-16 to complete the piecing for Sec. 4.
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Piecing LS Rows-2, R-3, and R-4.
Row two begins with (2) strips of fabric. Strip
#1 and strip #2 are positioned, facing rightsides-together with strip #1 on the top.
Strip #2 is positioned
underneath strip #1

right-side-up.

Sew on Line 1

Position the papers onto the strips
as shown. Keep the papers lined up
as straight as possible along the
edge of the fabrics and sew
on Line 1.
When you are done sewing press the strips
open.
Compete the strip piecing for each row by repeating the previous
steps. Then trim off the
excess fabric and foundation paper from the
exterior boundaries the
each unit.
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Step 16: Open the
paper and sew on line
2. Continue sewing
each of the foundation units onto the
strip.
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Step 15: Position the LS strip for Sec. 3
at your machine. Line the trimmed edge of
fabric #2 up with the edge of strip #3.
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Step 15

Assemble the Stars
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Step 13: Line the fold template up on Line 2.

Step 13

Press

Press
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Step 2: Position LS Row-3 onto the top of LS Row-2. Position
both strips right-sides-together with Row-2 on the bottom
and Row-3 on the top. Match and pin both pieces together at
each cross-section on the 1/4” seam allowance.
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Remove the foundation papers from Row-2 without disturbing
the pins. Sew both strips together with Row-2 next to the feed
dogs. Press the seam towards Row-2.
Step 3: Position LS Row-4 onto the top of Row-3. Position both
strips right-sides-together with Row-3 on the bottom and
Row-4 on the top. Match and pin both pieces together at each
cross-section.
Remove the foundation papers from
Row-3 without disturbing the pins.
Sew both strips together with
Row-3 next to the feed dogs.
Press the seam towards
Row-3 unit.
Complete each of the (8)
star points

Do not remove the paper
from Row 4.
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